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Abstract:  The primary goal of the project would be to development and design of the efficient and 

effective hands-glove controlled vehicle for anyone with disabilities. By utilizing Wireless handheld 

remote control, recognized the intelligent automation control. The working platform is flexible, 

convenient, stable and reliable. It is also simple operational, atmosphere-friendly. With the establishment 

and analysis of their motion equation, submit the particular control plan from the self-balancing mobile 

platform. Realize the working platform position, speed, direction control by feedback circuit. A 

multifunctional self-balancing mobile platform was created and implemented in line with the inverted 

pendulum model and also the theory of inertial navigation platform that could carry both people and 

objects. Simultaneously, the working platform outfitted having a comfortable body mechanics saddle 

chair along with displays that could output real-time motion parameters from the platform. The working 

platform can be used as daily short journeys, handling everyday objects, carry professional photo taking 

equipment, realize the graceful track shoot. After adding intelligent sensor and processor, you can use it 

because the fundamental platform of two-wheels self-balancing service robot. Incorporated nine axis of 

gyroscope, the working platform can monitor robot posture being an assistant controller from the robot. 

Keywords: Intelligent Automation; Feedback Control; Self-Balancing; Mobile Platform; Inverted 

Pendulum; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, using the deepening of wheeled mobile 

robot research and also the growing diversification 

of how people traveling, two-wheeled self-

balancing vehicle has progressively be a new way 

of transport that has been broadly favored. 

However, the present two-wheeled self-balancing 

vehicle available on the market mostly has single 

function and a few other issues, for example can’t 

run smooth enough, difficult enough to make use of 

and so forth. This paper presents a multifunctional 

self-balancing mobile platform, using Wireless 

handheld remote control, to ensure that customers 

can control the distant mobile platform to achieve 

the designated location [1]. Multifunctional self-

balancing mobile platform developed in this paper 

includes a lightweight, small floor area, low energy 

consumption, flexible steering, free movement 

along with other significant advantages, so it may 

be broadly utilized in traffic travel, departmental 

stores laden, workshop transportation, monitoring 

shooting and other associated occasions. An 

ergonomic lift able saddle chairs which will make 

customers much more comfortable is a component 

of the platform also outfitted having a real-time 

display to output motion condition, to ensure that 

motorists can be aware of battery charge and 

walking speed easily and directly. Platform can't 

only carry people and cargo goods like an 

automobiles, but additionally could outfitted with 

pan-tilt along with other professional photo taking 

equipment as chassis. Self-balancing platform 

using gravity to manage its moving backward and 

forward. Meanwhile, the mobile platform can also 

be the foundation of two-wheeled self-balancing 

service robot, after which, it may be set to 

navigation robot after adding the intelligent sensor 

and processor. Most importantly, it's an array of 

programs. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Fig.1. Vehicle Design System 

In power plant, we chose 36V 350w Electricity 

motor which useful for electric bicycle generally. 

It's high reliability and could attain the needed 

speed under certain bearing. 36V 20Ah lithium 

battery was applied which has large capacity, 

extended existence and effective endurance. 16-

inch wheels were selected as driver on sides to 

boost the appearance and obstacle crossing ability 

in the platform. Structural type of the mobile 

platform in the flexible and lightweight-weight 

qualifying criterion. According to flexible move, 

easy to control as well as other fundamental needs, 

we try to simplify the dwelling, make its body 

lightweight and check attractive. The structural 

type of the working platform selected numerous 

cost-effective components to reduce costs. The 
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main structure is a lot more robust and reliable. 

Making sure simple and easy, beautiful premise, 

and the best way to setup these bigger components 

could be the next problem to get solved. The Two 

motors were placed on both sides in the platform 

symmetrically. They are fixed round the platform 

skeleton using flanges in the motors. It’s favorable 

to help keep self-balancing in the platform. For 

your 16-inch wheels, we installed it round the each 

side in the axle use getting its very own bearings, 

as well as the wheel can rotate around axis freely. 

To have the ability to provide power for your 

platform, Aluminum square tube that's common in 

the marketplace welded together the main body of 

platform, and platform around was welded or use 

secure to correct high strength aluminum alloy 

plate. The large size, heavy weight lithium batteries 

is positioned round the front in the platform, which 

is balanced while using motors round the rear in 

weight. We altered the disc brakes with spur gear 

whose thickness is 10mm; the quantity of teeth is 

90, modulus of a single.5. You'll find three 

mounting holes round the spur gear, matching with 

disc brakes mounting hole round the wheel, then 

tighten the countersunk screw to complete mobile 

phone. Four mounting holes are also distributed 

round the upper plane of connecting up frame 

which useful for installing the saddle chair, and all 

the four corners distribute a mounting hole. You'll 

find eight mounting holes totally, and then we 

causes it to be more firmly fixed when installing 

three amounts of freedom adjustable pan-tilt, we 

would like just the middle four mounting holes. 

The device is primarily comprised of primary 

control nick and sensors. Mobile platform realizes 

its function using the closed loop control of motor 

and related sensors; we used the following modules 

to handle the working platform motion 

Electromagnetic recognition [2], Gyroscope, 

Accelerometers, and Auxiliary for debugging. 

Control two electrodes run in directions. Due to 

unipolar PWM driving, you will need four 

connects. If use bipolar PWM driving, you need to 

use two-way. Primary control nick uses ARM 

Cortex-M3 core stm32f103 chips produced by ST. 

Cortex-M3 can be a 32-bit core. Another feature is 

always that debugging tool is reasonable. With this 

particular feature, Cortex-M3 relies on a new type 

of technology single-wire debug, a pin can be used 

as debugging particularly, thus saving plenty of 

debugging tool costs. Meanwhile, Cortex-M3 also 

incorporates a lot of the memory controller, to 

make sure that engineers can directly connect Flash 

outdoors the MCU, it cuts lower around the look 

effort and application obstacles. We elect MPU-

9250 9-axis sensor just like a feedback regulator 

module. MPU-9250 could be the second generation 

9-axis sensor of Intenseness, the mix of 6-axis 

inertial measurement unit and three-axis 

magnetometer integrated QFN package. The 

location is reduced by 45% in contrast for the 

previous generation. Reducing of package size due 

to 3-axis gyroscope nick design, the Intenseness 

previous generation gyroscope’s three sensing axis 

using three different structural designs, now relies 

on a single structure gyroscope design. This new 

design allows the gyroscope size reduction in 40%. 

Furthermore, Nasiriya process has modified: 

Formerly, to be sure the MEMS structure 

movement, usually etched cavities in ASIC nick, 

however have no need for this resulting in lower 

costs. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In comparison using the speed charge of common 

platform, for manipulating the phase velocity from 

the upright platform common platform for that 

speed control is much more complex. After 

proofreading your paper, it should be posted via 

electronically including both MS Word and PDF 

formats. Platform balance control is accomplished 

by negative feedback. Controlling wheel rotation 

and offsetting incline trend in a single dimension 

will keep body balance. Because the speed control 

process must always keep balance from the 

platform, the working platform and then the speed 

control can't directly be accomplished by altering 

the motor speed. Using magnet wire deviation 

recognition signals and speed control signals 

addition and subtraction, developing right and left 

wheel differential control current [3]. It can make 

the working platform right and left wheel have 

different angular velocity, after which control the 

direction from the platform. Directional control 

formula forms motor differential control through 

testing electromagnetic induction current. The 

platform’s turning is driven through the distinction 

between the right and left motor speed, getting rid 

of the deviation of platform distances from the 

middle of the street. By modifying the direction 

from the platform, combined using the front-line 

motion, distinction between the working platforms 

from the centerline distance could be progressively 

removed. This method is definitely an integral 

process, and so the platform differential control 

usually requires merely a simple proportional 

control to manage direction from the platform. 

However, because of the platform are installed 

batteries along with other relatively heavy objects 

having a great moment of inertia? There will 

always be platform shift overshoot within the 

adjustment process; it'll make the working platform 

taken care of if unchecked. Based on the previous 

experience with the position and speed control, to 

be able to get rid of the overshoot within the 

platform direction control, the differential control 

have to be added [4]. Differential control is fixing 

motor differential control amount based on the 

platform direction change rate, and for that reason 
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we have to add some rotational speed discovering 

sensor. Gyroscope sensor may be used. 

Development the circuit by using self balancing 

technique in mobile controlled  platform 

Snapshots : 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A multifunctional self-balancing mobile platform 

was introduced according to the platform setup, 

hardware design, working principle, programs 

field. To summarize, it’s a completely new type 

multifunctional mobile platform of high 

availability. It's high practicability in passenger 

travel, loading transportation, professional 

photography, handheld remote control as well as 

other occasions. To summarize, it’s a completely 

new type multifunctional mobile platform of high 

availability. In this particular paper, a 

multifunctional self-balancing mobile platform was 

introduced according to the platform setup, 

hardware design, working principle, programs 

field. 
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